
Panzerkampf
Panzerkampf is a game played with tanks in the 1:300 (5mm) scale. Usually, a table of 80 cm x 120 
cm or even smaller is sufficient but feel free to think big.

The Turn

Movement
A player moves all of his units at once. A unit has a certain movement speed MOV and a turn angle 
TRN given in degrees. The unit may move up to a distance of MOV cm and thereby turn by a total 
of TRN degrees. It can also split up the TRN value into several different turns but for example 
turning 45° left and then 45° right counts as 90° turned.

Obstacles

Obstacles may block or slow down the movement of a unit. Obstacles are either unpassable, slow 
down the movement, meaning that every cm travelled across this obstacle counts as two, or have no
effect at all. Before the game, it should be discussed which part of the terrain counts as what kind of
obstacle. Obstacles can be either blocking line of sight (e.g. a house) or allow all units to shoot 
above the obstacle (e.g. a river)

Units of the type walker or infantry ignore slowing effects as they can stomp over smaller obstacles.

Units of the type hover count as planes and ignore all slowing effects and may even move over 
water without being slowed down. They are still blocked by blocking terrain.

Of course, units of the type plane or helicopter simply ignore all kind of obstacles.

Water

Some units may swim on water, this is stated behind the type of the vehicle. When moving on 
water, every cm travelled counts as two, just as for a slowing obstacle.

Ships and submarines may move over water and are not slowed down.

Submarines have the ability to dive which has to be decided before the movement. The submarine 
then dives down (mark with a marker). A diving submarine may not fire any weapons and cannot be
attacked.

Planes

As planes may not simply stop in the air, an plane has to move at least half of its MOV value during
a turn.

Infantry

Units of the type infantry may create trenches to protect themselves. Therefore, the unit may remain
stationary and may not do anything. The unit then gains +1 front armour.

Shooting
After one player's movement, the player may now shoot.

Every unit has weapons with different characteristics. If a unit has multiple weapons, it can fire all 
of them. Weapons can be classified into four sections:



• Normal or heavy weapons, like heavy machine guns or the tank main weapon.

• Artillery, flying in a high arc with a bad precision but a lot of damage.

• Aircraft bomb, thrown from a plane and easily destroying a tank on a direct hit. 

Every weapon (except for aircraft bomb) has a specific range RNG and a shooting angle ANG. The 
unit may point its gun away from their front by up to ANG degrees and then fire at targets up to 
RNG cm away. An angle of 180 means that the unit can fire into any direction. Weapons can also be
mounted to the side of a vehicle, this is then stated in the bracket behind the weapon type. The ANG
value then has to be measured from the appropriate side.

Now, a hit test has to be performed for every shot ATT of this weapon. The hit test is different for 
every weapon type. If a weapon has multiple shots, all of them must target the same target.

It is recommended that for every hit scored, a D12 is placed beside the hit unit so one does not have 
to memorise the number of hits for every enemy vehicle e.g. when attacking with a bomb carpet.

Weapons of the type normal or heavy

Weapons of the type normal may target ground as well as flying units, this does not apply to heavy 
as they only may target ground units.

At first, determine whether the target can really be shot at. Draw a line from the shooting unit to the 
target. If nothing is in the way (e.g. other vehicles, a house, etc), the unit may shoot at its target. 
Planes can always shoot at targets on the ground and vice versa, independant of line of sight.

Now, for every ATK of the weapon, roll a D12. Every die that is at least as high as the accuracy 
ACC value of the unit inflicts one hit.

Weapons of the type artillery

Aim to one point on the ground. Roll the artillery die and a D12. The shot deviates by the D12 
minus the ACC value into the determined direction. Negative values are treated as zero. If this point
is on the base of a unit, this unit is hit.

For every ATK except the first, throw the artillery die. The impact location is moved by 1 cm into 
the determined direction so that some kind of random walk occurs.

Weapons of the type aircraft bomb

Determine a drop point on the ground along the movement path of the unit during the movement 
phase. Roll the artillery die and a D12 to determine the first impact point (just like for artillery 
weapons). From this point on, parallel to the movement direction in the drop point, draw an 
imaginary line.

Now, for every ATK except the first, the impact location is moved by 1 cm along the imaginary line.
If an impact location is on the base of a unit, a hit is scored.

Modifiers

12: Whenever a die shows a 12, roll an additional die. For the three cases of dice rolling this means:
For normal hit tests, a 12 is a critical hit which is represented by another hit (which again can be a 
12 and can cause an infinite amout of addidional dice). For artillery weapons, a 12 is a good aim, so
another die (which can be smaller as the current one) is thrown. For damaging, this means that the 
fuel tank or some ammunition is hit and another point of damage, represented by another die, is 
inflicted.

Reload: This weapon can only shoot if the unit did not move at all during the current turn.

Anti-Submarine (AS): This weapon can only be used against diving submarines.



Fast (X) / Fast mount (X): Units with the fast modifier are very manoeuvrable, so the enemies' hit 
test is increased by X. If the shooting unit itself has fast or fast mount, the effect of fast is decreased
by this amount down to a value of 0.

Counter-attack: These weapons are designed to wait for an enemy to appear and then shoot 
immediately. After one player's movement phase, all players may decide whether they want to 
counter-attack. They then may decide for every weapon they own whether they want to shoot now, 
immediately before the shooting phase or want to use the weapon normally in the shooting phase. A 
weapon can only be used in one of the cases meaning that if a weapon used the counter-attack 
special rule, it cannot shoot in it's next regular shooting phase. Maybe you should mark this with 
some kind of marker. Casualties from counter-attacks are removed before the regular shooting 
phase and may not use their weapons any more.

Ships only: This weapon can only be fired against all types of ships (including submarines).

Repair: This "weapon" can only be used "against" friendly units. Every hit scored restores one hit 
point.

Mines: Units may plant or defuse mines. Simply roll the dice, similar to the repair action. If at least 
one success is reached, the unit may plant its mine field or defuse a mine field. A mine field has a 
size of 4x4 cm. Every unit that drives over a mine field suffers 6 hits with PEN 6 on their bottom 
armour. This does apply to all ground units that cross the mine field in this turn. Remove the mine 
field afterwards.

Bridge: This vehicle can be deployed as a bridge. Use the attack action, this vehicle transforms into
a 6 cm long bridge. The vehicle cannot be transformed back.

Damaging

For every hit, take DMG dice. The armour test has to be performed with this number of dice.

Depending on the weapon and the shooting unit's position, an armour test with the appropriate side 
has to be performed. If the shooting unit is mainly in the front 90° arc, the front side F has to be 
tested. If it is mainly in the side 90° arcs, the test targets the S armour and if the unit is mainly in the
back arc, the B value has to be tested. Artillery weapons and planes (but not helicopters) always hit 
the top side of a unit, firing from ground against planes (but not helicopters) always hits the bottom 
side of a unit.

For an armour test, the attacker subtracts its armour penetration PEN value from the armour value, 
this is the needed die result to deal damage. This can even be 1+ or below, this is an automatic 
wound. For every passed armour test, the target looses 1 hit point. If an unit has zero health points, 
it is destroyed. Ground units that are reduced to exactly 0 health points stay on the battlefield as a 
wreck. This counts as an unpassable obstacle. If a unit is reduced to a value of negative hit points, it
explodes and is removed completely. You can attack a wreck and if one point of damage is inflicted,
the wreck explodes and is removed completely.

Campaigns

Standard battle
Every player chooses an army of an agreed point limit. The players each roll a die. The one with the
higher value can pick one of the following, whereas the other player may decide the other option.

• Pick a side on the battlefield.

• Decide who has to start setting up their figures.

The players now start to place their units on the battlefield. Usually, a distance of 40 cm is fixed 



between the opposing players. The player setting up first places one third (rounding up) of his units 
and then the other player places one third (rounding up) and so one until all units are placed.

The player who started with placing his units also may start the game but may aswell decide to go 
second.

The game ends when one player has destroyed all units of the other player.

Escort
One player chooses an army of an agreed point limit. This player is the escorter whereas the other 
player is the attacker. The attacker may deploy first and up to half of the point values of the escorter.
The attacker decides for the escorter a table edge and a connected table edge for himself. The 
escorter receives 20 cm deployment zone. 40 cm from this zone, a destination point has to be 
defined in the centre of the two table edges where one of them is the attacker's table edge. The 
attacker may now deploy outside of the escorter's deployment zone. Afterwards, the escorter 
deploys. Now, the escorter may take the first turn. The attacker now receives a reinforcement of ten 
percent of the total point limit from his table edge every turn.

The attacker wins if the eliminates the whole army of the escorter. The escorter wins if any support 
vehicle reaches the destination point.

Encircled
The players agree on a point limit. The defender has an army which is half of this point limit and 
another army which is the point limit (so in total, the defender hast 150% of the point limit). The 
attacker only has one army of the agreed point limit.

The defender deploys first in the centre of the table inside a square of 20x20 cm his small army. The
attacker deploys at least 40 cm away from the defender. The defender may start first. In the sixth 
round, the defender's large army is deployed at one table edge (chosen by the defender). The 
attacker wins if he kills all units of the small army of the defender and the defender wins if he can 
hold until his big army arrives and then kill the attacker.

Additional Rules
Additional rules are not needed to play Panzerkampf but may be an interesting addon for more 
experienced players by including more tactical depth.

Command Dice
Command dice allow the player to use some kind of special abilities. Therefore, one command die 
per 1000 points may be thrown at the beginning of one player's turn. The command dice then form 
your "pool" which you can use during your turn. Most effects only last for one round but some can 
last for a longer time. You can use one command die per unit per round. If you do not have 
command dice, simply use a normal D12 and transform the result according to this table:

Use Icon Defensive Duration

1 Before
moving

Advance: This unit may move double its movement 
distance.

Single turn



2 Instead of
moving

Camouflage: Shots from normal or heavy attacks against 
this target suffer a -2 penalty.

Until the unit
moves

3 Instead of
moving

Smoke launchers: Shots from normal or heavy attacks 
against this target or every other target within 2 cm suffer
a -1 penalty.

Single turn

4 Instead of
moving

Entrench: This unit gains +1 front armour. Until the unit
moves

5 Instead of
moving

Dummy tank: Mark one standard battle tank. Every point
of damage against this target has to make a 7+ test to see 
whether the real tank is hit (success) or the dummy tank 
(failure). After one failed 7+ test, the dummy tank is 
destroyed and no 7+ tests have to be performed any 
more. Remove the marker from the tank.

Until the unit
moves, shoots
or the dummy
tank is 
destroyed

6 Instead of
all actions

Repair: This unit restores one hit point. Single turn

Offensive

7 Before
shooting

Perfect aim: Shots from normal or heavy attacks from 
this unit gain a +2 bonus.

Single turn

8 Before
shooting

Extra ammo: This unit may perform an extra round of 
shooting and may even aim at a differnt target.

Single turn

9 Before
shooting

Penetrating ammo: Shots from this unit gain a +2 bonus 
on the penetratin value.

Single turn

10 Beginning
of your turn

Mark: Decide one enemy model. Shots from artillery or 
aircraft bomb attacks against this target may roll one 
additional die.

Single turn

11 Beginning
of your turn

Supplies: Drop a crate (2x2 cm, determine the position 
like for an ACC 5 artillery weapon). Units within 2 cm 
may re-roll all ones for shots from normal or heavy 
attacks. If the crate lands partially on something that is 
not flat ground, the crate is destroyed. You may rotate the
crate if this can avoid such an collision. The crate stays 
on position until it is destroyed (2+ armour, 1 HP).

Until the crate
is destroyed

12 During the
shooting
phase

Barrage: Collect counters for every die showing barrage 
(you can use the dice in the next round). If you have 3 
counters, you may perform an artillery shooting attack 
with the following profile: RNG: ∞, ATT: 3, ACC: 1, 
PEN: 1, DMG: 1.

Single turn
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